THE VIRGO-ORION CONNECTION I
The purpose of this illustration is to convey what the sky will look like begin in the month of September 2017 that will lead-up to the Great Virgo Sign of the book of Revelation 12. As a prelude to the astronomical alignment, the location on Earth will center on the Giza Plateau of the Great Pyramid. As with the sky in September,
and as with Virgo, the Orion belt stars and Leo mirror the 3 Pyramids of Giza and the Sphinx in a similar fashion. What will be noticeably different and striking is that there will be some planetary alignments that suggest a message of sorts perhaps. The perspective is also capturing the essence of how Egypt, he Pyramids the Nile
and the Holy Land mirror the constellation of Virgo, Leo, the Milky Way and the Orion belt stars. It has been well established for centuries that the 3 Pyramids of Giza align astronomically with Orion and the Nile River is as the Milky Way . The Sphinx is a rendition of Leo and Israel as the constellation Virgo.

Venus
First of all, on September 11, 2017, it will
be 16 years since the Muslim attack on
the USA’s World Trade Center Towers. It
is believed by many that the birth of
Jesus was also on 9-11, -3 BC.

Mercury

As the Great Virgo Sign is configuring in
the September month of 2017, on 9-11,
the planet Venus will reach a maximum
directly in line with the Great Pyramid.
Also the planet Mars will conjoin the Star
of the King, Regulus, the ‘Heart of the
Lion’. At this time, Jupiter will have had
been ‘birthed’ 2 days from September
9th as it crossed the threshold ‘line’ of
the ‘womb’ of Virgo.
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The illustration of the Pyramids are not to scale as the constellations are skewed to
include the breath of the East to West coordinates. The Ecliptic is not shown but the
Galactic Equator is instead where it bisects Virgo and Orion. It appears that Orion is
somehow and in some way connected to the Great Virgo Sign of September 23, 2017.
What is rather unique is that in tis skewed rendition of the entire directional
coordinates, the Sun is in approximate phi ratio to the coordinates whereby the Moon
is on the opposite side in the West and Virgo is in the East. The fulcrum of the phi ratio
spiral, for emphases converges in the Virgo Star of Porrima. Porrima is the ‘Goddess of
childbirth’, and in ancient times, the ‘Goddess of Prophecy’. Thus are the stars are
telling of a coming ‘prophetic birth’? Furthermore the phi ratio of the Sun is in direct
alignment to the Sphinx below and Leo above.
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It is important to take note as Jupiter is not
‘birthed’ on September 23, 2017 as most
suggest or are expecting. Now what the Mars
and Venus conjunctions with Regulus means
is yet to be determined. One can somewhat
speculate that Mars, being the planet of War
and Leo is the metaphor for Israel as related
to the Lion of the Tribe of Judah, then one
can suspect that a major confrontation in
Israel between or amongst her Muslim
enemies will ensue. Perhaps it is to occur
soon, or soon after, the timeline is pure
conjecture.
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(9-11) @ 0 Hour with atmosphere stripped away
looking south from Giza Plateau
Vela rising over horizon
Orion setting in the West
Venus at maximum over Great Pyramid
Mars in conjunction to Regulus the King Star
Jupiter conjoins Spica (Seed of the Woman)

